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Abstract
Continuous carbon fiber reinforced aluminum matrix composite materials (Cf/Al)
contains manufacturing abnormalities such as shrinkage void, shrinkage porosity and
delamination. Fundamental characteristics of the defects in Cf/Al were investigated through
the correlation of radiographic image and microstructure of the composites. Hole-style
penetrameter was designed and manufactured to help quantify the size of voids. The results
showed that X-ray radiography is effective to quantify the shrinkage void and shrinkage
porosity in Cf/Al. The sensitivity of Cf/Al radiographic investigation can be enhanced under
the control of hole-style penetrameter.
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1 Introduction
Continuous carbon fiber reinforced aluminium matrix composite matetials (Cf/Al) exhibit
a high specific strengh and stiffness, low thermal expansion and high conductivity.
Nondestructive tests（NDT） and quality control of Cf/Al have gained much attention because
of their growing aviation and aerospace applications[1-4]. The determination of defects and
performance for composite matetials are much more complicated than for homogeneous
matetials. Several nondestructive techniques and quality evaluation theories for some kinds of
composites have been investigated, including discontinuously reinforced metal-matrix
composites, resin-matrix composites and ceramic-matrix composites[5-6]. However, there are
no NDT reports about Cf/Al composite in China.
In the present work , fundamental characteristics of the manufacturing defects in Cf/Al
were investigated. Image quality indicator were designed to quantify X-ray testing sensitivity
of defects in Cf/Al.
2 Experimental
The Cf/Al samples used for this study were made by the patented squeeze casting,
including the infiltration of the M40 fibers preform by molten 6061 Al. The fibers, whose
volume fraction were about 60%, were in plain weave. A SEFT225 x-ray tube with a 1.5 mm
effective focal-spot size was used. The exposure parameters were chosen from 15KV to
75KV, and 10mA·min to 50mA·min.

2.1 The macroscopic defects in Cf/Al made by squeeze casting
A lot of specimens were exposed. The regions with unusual radiographic image were cut
for optical examination. The microstructure, distribution and feature of radiographic image
for different kinds of defects in Cf/Al were obtained.
Cf/Al is a kind of heterogeneous material, containing the Al matrix, fibers and interfaces,
which has made the defects analysis complicated. Microstructures of different kinds of
defects were shown in figure1.Due to the high pressure, there were fewer pores in composites
made by squeeze casting. However, some other common casting flaws, such as shrinkage
void and shrinkage porosity, were observed. Besides, misorientation and losing of fibers,
fiber fraction and delaminations, which have influences on physical propertities, may also
exist.
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Fig.1.Microstructures of the defects in Cf/Al
(a)shrinkage void; (b)shrinkage porosity; (c)crack; (d)fractured fibers;
(e)fiber fragments; (f) delamination; (g)misoriented fibers
2.2 Design of penetrameters
Concerning the use of penetrameters to measure the sensitivity of a material radiographic
investigation, the question, of what type of penetrameter design or material should be used is

difficult to answer; at this time, specifications are non-existent for adequate penetrameter
measurement requirements for Cf/Al.
Shrinkage voids and shrinkage porosities were in the Al matrix, then, penetrameters made
of Al can be used to measure the detection sensitivity of voids. The filament-style
penetrameter has an extensive application in China. Thus, the number III filament-style
penetrameter of R10 defined in GB5618-85 was chosen in this study.
Hole-style penetrameter which has combined the characteristic of American hole-style
penetrameter and step hole-style Image Quality Indicator(IQI) in U.K. was designed and
manufactured to quantify the size of voids[7-8]. This penetrater was a Al step-wedge with 0.1,
0.15, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4mm thick steps. Three holes were digged in each step. The diameters of
the holes were 1 double, 2 double and 4 double of the thickness of the corresponding
step(marked as 1T, 2T and 4T), as shown in figure 2.

Fig.2.Illustration of the hole-style penetrameter
As to measure the detection sensitivity of fibers, fiber bundle (6K) was put on the surface
of the test sample to simulated the absence of fibers, as shown in figure 3.
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Fig.3.Graphic presentation of fiber bundles on the test sample
The specimens were tested with 1m distance in different kilovoltages and exposures.
Different types of films were used to determine proper parameters.
Certain types of flaws are difficult to detect by radiography. Cracks cannot be detected
unless they are essentially parallel to the radiation beam. Delaminations, yielding no
differences in absorption that enable delaminated areas to be distinguished from normal areas
are nearly impossible to detect with radiography. The delaminations can be effectively tested
by other NDT technologies, such as ultrasonic wave, which was not discussed in this paper.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 radiographic image of defects in Cf/Al

The actual thickness of the region with voids decreased, making the corresponding
density higher. As a result, X-ray radiography is an effective technology for voids in Cf/Al.
Shrinkage void and shrinkage porosity in Cf/Al show high density in radiographic image. The
specific feature of the radiograph image, which may be tree-like, cloud-like, irregular black
line and so on, has a good relationship with the shape, distribution and size of shrinkage void
and shrinkage porosity, as shown in figure 4.
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Fig.4. Radiographic images of defects in Cf/Al
(a)irregular black line; (b)tree-like; (c)cloud-like

There was more ray penetrate regions with fibers because of the less radiation attenuation
to C compared with to Al. As shown in figure5, the distribution, orientation and texture of
fibers in Cf/Al can be displayed in the radiographic image. However, what we obtained from
the image was the total transmitte intensity, which qualified the synthesis texture in the
orientation of radiation beam.
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Fig.5.radiographic image of Cf/Al
(a)plain weave; (b)unidirectional fiber; (c)interwine fiber

3.2 Quantitative analysis of defects
3.2.1 Detection sensitivity of defects in Al
At kilovoltages from 25 to 45, currents from 10 to 20mA in 1minute, relatively
high-quality image for 2mm Cf/Al composite sample can be obtained. Aluminium filament
with a diameter of 0.1mm and hole with a diameter of 0.2mm, hight of 0.1mm can be
detected.
The IQI sensitivity was not equal to the real defect sensitivity, however, there are some

reports about the relationship between IQI sensitivity and the real defect sensitivity. The
sensitivity of shrinkage void and shrinkage porosity in Cf/Al can be obtained under the
control of hole-style penetrameters.
The pores, having regular shape, are usually sphere-like,. The volume ratio between
sphere-like void and 1T void, whose diameter are both φ, satisfies formula(1) as follows.
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In BS2910-1986, with the designed penetrameter, testing sensitivity of pores can be
estimated by using the following equation:
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where φmin is the size of the smallest pores which can be detected, dmin is the size of the
smallest 1T voids that can be detected
The relationship between sensitity tested by filament-style penetrameter and testing
sensitity of void is complicated. The only empirical equation obtained in Japan is expressed
as[9]:
d min (b) = 2.5d min (d ) （3）
where dmin(b) is the diameter of sphere-like flaw, dmin(d) is the diameter of metallic filament.
Detection sensitivity of voids , shown in table 1, were calculated using the equation 2 and
3.
Table.1 Testing sensitivity of voids
the diameter of
Light
the smallest
kilovoltage
exposure
detective
filament
25
0.1
35
0.1
10mA·min
45
0.1
55
0.1
25
0.1
35
0.1
20mA·min
45
0.1
55
0.125
25
0.1
35
0.1
30mA·min
45
0.125
55
0.16

Sensitivy
estimated by
filament-style
penetrameter
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.3125
0.25
0.25
0.3125
0.4

the diameter of
the smallest
detective 1T
void
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Sensitivy
estimated by
self-designed
penetrameter
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

The detection sensitivity of voids estimated by filament-style penetrameter is 0.25mm,
while estimated by self-designed penetrameter is 0.3mm. Hence, The Cf/Al tested by
radiographic method under the control of hole-style penetrameter will be safer. Besides, the
hole-style penetrameter is better simulation to voids. As a result, the sensitivity of Cf/Al
radiographic investigation can be enhanced under the control hole-style penetrameter.
3.2.2 Detection sensitivity of fibers
The detection sensitivity of carbon fibers was obtained by the measuring of equivalent
coefficient of C to Al(KAl/C). Aluminium filament with a diameter of 0.1mm can be detected
on Cf/Al, the exposure was 1 minute at 35KV and 20mA. Meanwhile, at the 35 kilovoltage,
the value of KAl/C was 0.06. Hence, the detection of aluminium filament with a diameter of
0.1mm can be equivalent to the detection of fibers with a thickness of 1.67mm on Cf/Al. The
fiber bundle was flat, leading to a 0.46mm thickness in the orientation of the radiation beam.
Therefore, fiber bundle (6K) on the surface can not be identified .The losing of a few fiber
can also not be detected.
It can be concluded that, X-ray radiography is not a effective method for the detection of
isolated fibers. However, the distribution, orientation and texture of fibers in Cf/Al can be
shown.
4 Conclusions
(1)The sensitivity of the shrinkage void and shrinkage porosity in Cf/Al can be enhanced
under the control of the self-designed hole-style penetrameter.
(2)X-ray radiography is not an effective method for the detection of isolated fibers.
However, the distribution, orientation and texture of fibers in Cf/Al can be shown.
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